UNITED STATES PARTICIPATION IN
THE INTERNATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATION UNION: A
SERIES OF INTERVIEWS
BY ROBERT A. KINN
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is the oldest existing
international organization. The increasing growth and application of
telecommunicationstechnology is fast creatingglobalproblems which the ITU
is unaccustomed to handling. In this series of interviews Robert A. Kinn
takes an in-depth look at recent U.S. involvement in the ITU and the
direction future involvement will take. His questions address the perceived
"politicization"of the ITU and U.S. strategiesfor dealingwith the growing
complexities involved in the internationalregulation of communications. The
author sees the Office of Coordinatorfor International Communication and
Information Policy as the first step towards the formation of a U.S. strategy
for coping with growing internationaltelecommunicationsneeds. The growing
importance of financial and technical assistancefor telecommunications in
developing countries is also addressed by Mr. Kinn. He concludes by looking
at future ITU conferences, such as the "Space WARC" in August 1985,
and U.S. policy-formation for that conference.

There has been a growing sentiment within the telecommunications
communities of the developed countries that the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has been experiencing a process of politicization.
The effectiveness of the organization in fulfilling the purposes for which
it was created has been compromised, some believe. Unorthodox solutions
have been proposed to problems Western nations found to be either
inconsequential or irritating to consider.
Of special concern is the potential for politicization of the "Space
WARC," a two session conference that meets for the first time this
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summer, with the second session to be held in 1988. This first session
will identify the criteria that will be used in the second session to consider
altering the existing regime that allocates the orbit/spectrum resource to
the world's nations. (The orbit/spectrum resource is the combination of
electromagnetic spectrum allocations made in tandem with satellite orbital slot locations at geostationary orbit, which exists 22,300 miles
above the equator.) While most of the world's nations attribute great
importance to this conference, and the potential for its politicization
must be taken seriously, it is equally important that the Conference and
others like it be understood within the overall context of the ITU. This
series of interviews examines the politicization of the ITU as well as the
changing nature of the United States participation in the organization.
The following introduction serves as a guide, defining the organization
and purpose of the ITU, explaining recent milestones which have shaped
perceptions of its character, and introducing the interviewees.
I.

THE

ITU:

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

The International Telecommunication Union is the world's oldest
existing international organization. Founded in 1865 as the International
Telegraph Union, the modern day ITU is the result of an amalgamation
in 1932 of the International Telegraph Convention and the International
Radiotelegraph Convention. In addition to the Convention, there are the
Radio Regulations and the Telegraph and Telephone Regulations. Since
1947, the ITU has been a Specialized Agency of the United Nations.
With 159 members, it comes very close to realizing one of its primary
purposes: universality of membership. The contemporary legal instrument which defines the status of the ITU is the International Telecommunication Convention. The modern era of the organization is generally
recognized as having begun in 1947, when the ITU Convention was
substantially modified at a Plenipotentiary conference in Atlantic City to
reflect post-war realities.
The primary purposes of the ITU as stated in the Convention are to:
(1) maintain and extend international cooperation for the improvement
and rational use of telecommunications of all kinds; (2) promote the
development and efficiency of telecommunications services, and make
such services generally available to the public; (3) effect the allocation,
coordination, and improvement of the use made of the radio frequency
spectrum; (4) register radio frequency assignments to avoid harmful
interference between different countries; and (5) foster the creation, development, and improvement of telecommunication equipment and networks in developing countries.
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The ITU is composed of seven organs, three of which exist in Conference form, and four of which are seated permanently in Geneva. The
four permanent organs include the General Secretariat, the International
Frequency Registration Board (IFRB), the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR), and the International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee (CCITT). The General Secretariat is directed by
the Secretary-General, who is responsible for coordinating the financial
and administrative aspects of the Union's activities. The IFRB ensures
the orderly recording of frequency assignments in accordance with the
coordination procedures outlined in the Administrative Radio Regulations. The IFRB is also responsible for the orderly recording of positions
assigned by countries to geostationary satellites "with a view to the
equitable, effective and economical use of the geostationary orbit" (ITU
Convention). The two Consultative Committees (CCIR and CCITT) study
technical and operating questions as they relate to the improvement of
radiocommunication, telegraphy, and telephony, and develop a "General
Plan" for the international telecommunication network to facilitate the
coordinated development of international telecommunication services.
The three non-permanent organs of the ITU are the Plenipotentiary
Conference, the Administrative Council, and the Administrative Conferences. The Plenipotentiary Conference is the supreme organ of the ITU;
it meets approximately once every five years to oversee the general direction of the Union, and it alone has the competency to revise the ITU
Convention. The Administrative Council acts on behalf of and within
the limits imposed by the Plenipotentiary Conference during intervals
when that Conference is not convened, and generally ensures that the
provisions of the Convention and Administrative Regulations are implemented. The Administrative Conferences meet whenever necessary to
consider specific telecommunications matters; their competency is generally limited to dealing with those matters placed on their agendae by
either a Plenipotentiary Conference or the Administrative Council. These
Conferences can revise either the Administrative Radio Regulations or
the Administrative Telegraph and Telephone Regulations. This series of
interviews focusses primarily on revisions made to Radio Regulations by
Administrative Radio Conferences, and to the Convention by Plenipotentiary Conferences.
There are two basic types of Administrative Radio Conferences: World
Administrative Radio Conferences (WARCs) and Regional Administrative Radio Conferences (RARCs). (The ITU divides the world into three
regions for administrative purposes: Region 2 is comprised of the Americas, while Europe and Africa fall in Region 1 and Asia and Oceania are
in Region 3. The dividing line between Regions 1 and 3 runs through
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the Middle East.) It is important to recognize that while recent experience
has shown WARCs and Plenipotentiaries to be notorious for the degree
of politicization they have incurred, it cannot be argued that, this means
the ITU as an overall organization is greatly politicized. Anthony Rutkowski estimates the activity of WARCs to account only for approximately 10 percent of annual ITU meeting time. The activity of Plenipotentiary Conferences, considered together with that of the
Administrative Council, comprises only 3 percent of annual ITU meeting
time. The great bulk of annual ITU meeting time, then, belongs to the
Consultative Committees; the CCIR takes up 22 percent, and the CCITT
lays claim to 63 percent. Clearly the overwhelming percentage of annual
ITU meeting time is not subject to high levels of politicized activity.
Yet it is intriguing that such notoriety falls upon those bodies which
account for such a relatively small percentage of meeting time; this serves
to indicate the importance of the deliberations of these organs.
II.

RECENT MILESTONES

To Western nations, it appeared that ITU Administrative Radio and
Plenipotentiary Conferences during the 1970s and early 1980s had become mired in frivolous and peripheral political considerations which
impinged on the delegates' ability to complete the technical work of the
conferences. Negotiations traditionally restricted to purely technical and
functional considerations were now shrouded in language referring to the
"New International Information Order," or couched in demands for
equitable access to resources declared to be the "common heritage of
mankind." These conferences were subject to North-South struggles over
the geostationary orbit and electromagnetic spectrum resources (orbit/
spectrum resources).
A key event in this process was the 1973 Plenipotentiary Conference
at Malaga-Torremolinos, where a new article to the Convention was
added declaring the orbit/spectrum resource to be a limited natural
resource to which countries may have equitable access for efficient and
economical use. The issue of equitable access to frequencies was joined
again in 1974 at a Maritime WARC where landlocked countries demanded access to maritime frequencies, solely on the basis of the abstract
principle of equitable access. Similar controversies arose throughout the
1970s at ITU Conferences over rights to the geostationary orbit. In 1976,
Colombia formulated the "Bogota Declaration" which advocated that
equatorial nations' sovereignty extended beyond the atmosphere to include the geostationary orbit - approximately 22,300 miles above the
surface of the Earth. A Broadcasting WARC for Regions 1 and 3 held
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in 1977 became politicized over the issue of whether existing co-ordination procedures specify a "first come, first served" planning approach
to orbital/frequency slot assignment ought -to be changed to a fixed "a
priori" allocation system. Advocates of the fixed allocation system succeeded at this conference.
In 1979, the ITU held a "General WARC" empowered to revise the
entire contents of the Radio Regulations, but this WARC turned into a
highly politicized forum where North-South tensions were evident over
the issue of what sort of planning method should be used in allocating
the orbit/spectrum resource. It was decided to establish a process which
would convene a series of WARCs with the competency to deal with the
question: the Space WARC. In 1982, however, the "politicization"
crested at a Plenipotentiary Conference held in Nairobi when, in reaction
to efforts to expel Israel from the Union, the Head of the U.S. Delegation
threatened to walk out of the Conference. He also informed the Conference that Secretary of State Schultz was on the threshhold of considering
U.S. withdrawal from the ITU, should Israel be expelled. It is ironic
that this "cresting" of politicization had nothing to do with telecommunications issues per se, but rather was the result of heightened animosity
toward Israel in the wake of the Beirut Massacres of September 1982.
Yet this action brought the ITU into the highly unusual position of
making news in the popular press. It proved cathartic in getting policymakers in the U.S. and elsewhere to reassess how well their interests
were being served through participation in the organization.
The interim between Nairobi and the present has seen a relative return
to normalcy in the functions of certain organs of the ITU. There are,
however, those who believe that the upcoming "Space WARC" in August
of 1985 may prove to be among the most - if not the most - politicized
conference ever convened by the ITU. The Space WARC, or "WARCORB-85", enjoys the following official title: "World Administrative
Radio Conference on the Use of the Geostationary-Satellite Orbit and
the Planning of the Space Services Utilizing It." The Space WARC is to
be held in two sessions, one in 1985 and the other in 1988. The first
session is to identify criteria to determine planning methods which will
be implemented in the second session as the new procedures for gaining
access to geostationary orbit.
The United States Government is actively engaged in planning and
preparations for this conference, most notably through the efforts of the
Office of Coordinator for International Communication and Information
Policy at the State Department. It is also receiving help from the private
sector in the form of position paper inputs and industry advisory committee support, and is actively conducting bilateral negotiations with
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foreign administrations so that potential conference politicization can be
reduced to a minimum. As the text of the interviews indicate, it has
been the experience of the United States that sustained efforts to communicate with fellow delegates prior to the conference derive benefits at
the conference, because half of the battle is simply reaching an understanding of where the various parties agree and where they differ. It is
from that point of departure that negotiations can begin in earnest to
arrive at an effective compromise suitable to the vast majority of delegates.
III.

THE INTERVIEWEES

DIANA LADY DOUGAN is currently serving as the first Coordinator
for International Communication and Information Policy, at the level of
Assistant Secretary of State. She previously was Director of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting under the Ford and Carter Administrations.
MICHAEL R. GARDNER was the U.S. Ambassador to the ITU's 1982
Plenipotentiary Conference, held in Nairobi, Kenya. He is currently
Chairman of the U.S. Telecommunications Training Institute and runs
the communications law section of the Washington, D.C. office of the
law firm Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer, & Feld.
LEONARD H. MARKS was the U.S. Ambassador to the ITU Conference
on High-Frequency Broadcasting in 1984. In addition, he has served as
Director of the United States Information Agency and Chairman of U.S.
delegations to conferences on communications satellites. He currently
practices law at the firm Cohn and Marks of Washington, D.C.
LESLIE MILK is Director of Public Affairs at Georgetown University's
Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) and Vice President
of a recently formed consulting firm, Strategic Vision. She co-authored
a study conducted by CSIS for the State Department focussing on U.S.
options with respect to participation in the ITU.
WILLIAM H. READ is Vice President of Gray & Company in Washington, D.C., and Executive Director of the firm's Communication and
Information Counselling Group. He has served as Communications Counsel for the United States Information Agency, as an Advisor in the White
House Office of Telecommunications Policy, and as a consultant to several
other government bodies.
ANTHONY RUTKOWSKI is functional coordinator for the FCC's preparation for the 1985 Space WARC in his capacity as Staff Advisor in the
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FCC's Office of Science and Technology. He has served as Staff Advisor
to the Cable Television Bureau from 1974 to 1980.
ABBOTT WASHBURN was U.S. Ambassador to RARC-83 (Region 2
Broadcasting Satellite RARC). Mr. Washburn served as an FCC Commissioner from 1974 to 1982. He has held a varied series of posts,
ranging from Deputy Director of the USIA, to Special Consultant to the
Director of the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy, to
U.S. Ambassador to the INTELSAT Conference of 1970-71.
HANSJ. WEISS is Senior Director of Research and Development Policy
and ITU Matters for the Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT). He is currently Chairman of U.S. Study Group 4 to the CCIR
and has served as a U.S. delegate to a number of ITU conferences
including the 1979 General WARC.
IV.

THE INTERVIEWS

Though we have presented these interviews in a discussion format, no
round robin discussion was held. Interviews were conducted separately
between August 1983 and April 1984. The interviewees, on the whole,
focussed their responses to areas of special concern or interest to them.
KINN: The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is not the only
internationalorganization that has felt the effects of politicization over the past
several years. Some would argue that politicization within the ITU extends back
to its founding in 1865 as the InternationalTelegraph Union. In the latterpart
of the postwar era, was there a particularITU Plenipotentiaryor Administrative
Radio Conference, such as the 1982 Nairobi Plenipotentiaryor the 1979 WARC
or a series of meetings, that you might characterize as a watershed which began
to transform U.S. perception of the ITU as a purely technical/functional agency
to that of a politicizedforum where developing countries' interests came to be
identified as less than common with those of the U.S.?
MILK: In the beginning, we believed that the ITU was really a forum
for technicians, and that in fact people with technical backgrounds would
sit down and as colleagues determine the use of the radio spectrum and
other resources - the setting of the rates on telephone and telegraph
lines and the like. But it's difficult to point to a specific date; I'm told
that if you go back to the 1973 Plenipotentiary at Malaga-Torremolinos,
you would find the same kind of discussions that made it seem more like
a political debating society than a meeting of technical colleagues. But
I do believe that 1979 was a watershed in that the U.S. realized that it
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could no longer count on its technological lead alone to enable it to do
what it wanted with the spectrum. It also realized that it was facing
more and more hostility in the ITU, and began to reevaluate its position
in this forum.
READ: The ITU isn't the only UN specialized agency that has become
politicized; in fact, it's my feeling that it is one of the least politicized
of the agencies in the UN family. With respect to selecting a particular
conference that may have been a watershed of recent politicization, there
was a maritime WARC in 1974, following the Malaga-Torremolinos
Plenipotentiary in 1973. At the 1973 Plenipotentiary, there were extraneous political issues, such as efforts to expel South Africa, which concerned people attending the conference. But what made that maritime
WARC special was the raising of equity issues. Even land-locked countries wanted maritime frequencies. To those people who had been attending ITU conferences for many years, this idea was mindboggling.
Then, of course, came the 1977 Broadcasting, or DBS, Conference, where
it became quite clear that every country wanted so many orbital arcs set
aside for its use. Still, I would identify the 1974 Maritime Conference
as the point where the ITU as an organization began to feel the effects
of the type of politicization you're talking about.
RUTKOWSKI: From its beginnings, the ITU has always been politicized;
one could argue that there are different players and values at work at
different times, but the ITU has always been highly politicized. Not
many people even consider the fact that the United States refused, on
political and policy grounds, to join the original International Telegraph
Union, which existed between 1865 and 1932 as the direct predecessor
to the present International Telecommunication Union. (The current ITU
was formed in 1932 through the amalgamation of the International
Telegraph Union and a radiocommunication convention created in 1903,
a convention to which the U.S. did become a party).
At the beginning of the century, Plenipotentiary conferences (or their
equivalents) typically experienced heated debates for the first week or
two over who had control over what territories, which would then
translate to the number of votes the members would be able to exercise
on any given issue. You saw exclusions of unfavored governments; at the
1927 Washington Radio Conference, the United States Government
refused to allow the U.S.S.R. to attend, and it refused to allow the
Franco regime to attend the 1947 Atlantic City Conference. During the
1950's, a number of Western governments refused to allow the Peoples'
Republic of China or East Germany to attend conferences. As the com-
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position of the members began to change in the 1960's and 1970's, you
began to see less of that type of politicization, and other types of regimes
became unfavorable, such as South Africa, Rhodesia, Portugal, or most
recently, Israel. So in an objective sense, nothing has really changed over
time other than the values of the members that determine who the
unfavored nation or nations happen to be at any given moment.
MARKS: In my judgment, the last conference - the High Frequency
(HF) conference of January 1984 - did not experience politicization; it
was not permeated by the kind of rancor that existed at the Plenipotentiary at Nairobi. Regarding future conferences, there was no discussion
of matters regarding the upcoming Space WARC - it was not on the
agenda, and it did not come up at the HF Conference in any way.
WASHBURN: The one ITU meeting that caused the most concern to
the present Administration in Washington was the Plenipotentiary Conference of 1982, held in Nairobi. The issue there that stalled the Conference for a matter of some weeks was the effort to expel Israel, which
of course occurred shortly after the massacre in Lebanon. The fever was
running rather high against Israel at that point, and if Israel had in fact
been expelled, the Secretary of State was prepared to withdraw our
delegation and bring it home. Serious consideration would have been
given to a U.S. withdrawal from the ITU That of course didn't happen.
My own view is that the level of politicization at these conferences is
going to differ, depending upon the context of current events and the
agendae for the conferences. For instance, RARC '83, which was held
for five weeks in June and July of 1983, suffered very little politicization.
WEISS: The clear "watershed," as you call it, was the .1979 WARC
which showed a clear political split among industrialized and non-industrialized nations. However, the first strongly political issues surfaced
as early as 1973 at the Malaga-Torremolinos convention but on fairly
narrow purely political topics which are still with us today (exclusion of
certain countries, the "New World Information Order" which attempts
to constrain the free flow of information which the U.S. espouses, and
the sovereignty of equatorial countries over "their" segments of the
geostationary satellite orbit). The 1979 split, being quantitatively definable and having a strong technical/economic substance, is much more
far-reaching in its potential consequences on all countries.
DOUGAN: It would be difficult to pinpoint a moment in time when
deliberations in the ITU took on a more political than technical charac-
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teristic. Many long-time observers of the ITU would point to WARC
'79 as the time when developing countries began to challenge openly the
traditional means of allocating the radio frequency spectrum on a "first
come, first served" basis. WARC '79 took place at a time of particularly
strained relations between the developed and developing countries in the
dialogue on a New International Economic Order. WARC '79 provided
the developing countries with a global forum to demand adjustments in
a system they perceived as favoring the interests of the industrialized
countries. Technical experts were in charge of U.S. preparations for the
WARC; although they were perhaps the world's best experts in the
technology of telecommunications, they were not prepared for the Third
World's shift to more political goals. The political drift was reinforced
at the 1982 Plenipotentiary conference in Nairobi. The attempt to exclude Israel was well publicized. However, less dramatic political changes
may ultimately have longer term political repercussions. We are actively
working to get the ITU back on its initial technical track. However, we
are at the same time increasing our level of contingency planning for
potential political issues.
KINN: There are people within the U.S. Government who would like to view
the ITU as an apolitical, technical agency, and moreover, would like other
governments to share that view. Do you think the U.S. sends a mixed signal by
appointing delegations through a political process, while many ITU-member
governments appoint their delegations through other criteria? Is there any way
around the paradox of politically appointing a delegation whose partialpurpose
is to send a message of depoliticization to other ITU members?
DOUGAN: The subject of ITU conferences - the allocation of equitable
access to the radio frequency spectrum - has become a highly politicized
process. Developing countries consider that vesting allocations on a "first
come, first served" basis is inequitable and have therefore sought to
modify procedures. This fundamental difference in perceptions has challenged our ability to negotiate reasonable compromises that reflect the
real requirements of all interests involved. When that negotiating process
is distracted by extraneous political issues, we all lose. The process of
nominating the U.S. Delegates to all international conferences has been
delegated by the President to the Department of State. In putting
together the U.S. delegation for ITU conferences, we seek to have: (a) a
chairman with broad experience who is able to command support at the
highest policy-making levels of the U.S. Government for key conferences,
(b) officials drawn from the State Department and other agencies with
political, negotiating, and technical skills and substantive knowledge
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relevant to the subject of the conference, and (c) Congressional and private
sector representatives.
READ: The U.S. definitely wants the ITU to be perceived as an apolitical,
technical organization, and by appointing individuals with more political
savvy to our delegations to handle our negotiations, are we sending the
wrong message? I think the reality that the ITU has become more
politicized speaks to the need for more politically oriented delegation
members; there's no question, it's a pragmatic response to a political
problem.
GARDNER: The political process which results in the creation of a U.S.
delegation to the ITU is really not political in the true sense of the word.
Delegations are named by the White House but typically consist of men
and women who have an expertise in the various substantive matters that
will be focused on at the upcoming ITU Conference. Accordingly, I do
not think that the means by which the U.S. formulates delegations is
necessarily wrong. What is often deficient, however, is our commitment
to name delegations early enough, to staff them adequately with quality
bureaucrats, and to insure that industry has an adequate leadership
opportunity within those delegations.
MARKS: Technical issues have an enormous political impact. In my
judgement, having a person with a broad political background enables
nations to agree faster, because frequently technical experts will disagree
on detail but not have the perspective to surrender or to modify their
positions in order to reach an agreement. Most of the large countries
that participated at the HF WARC did have politically appointed heads
of delegation - France and Canada, for example, used their permanent
representatives at Geneva to head their delegations, for just that reason.
KINN: The decade of the 1980s is slated for one of the most dense arrays of
Administrative Radio Conferences and other important major meetings in the
histoty of the ITU since 1865. Do you believe any perceptions of the ITU as a
"politicized"agency of the U.N. will hamper the effectiveness of the ITU to deal
with the many upcoming issues?
WEISS: There is little doubt that the real (not perceived!) politicization
of the ITU will cause many a futile debate and almost certainly decisions
that are against the interest of the developed countries. I recall only the
PFD vote at the '83 Conference where a majority of Region 2 countries
acted in a "spoiler vote" against the U.S., with very little (even if real)
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technical justification. The WARC ORB-85 will put this to the test in
a fairly dramatic manner. But there are smaller signs that there will be
deleterious (in our sense) obstruction: one example is the frustrated
attempt in the CCIR of getting a better earth station antenna pattern
adopted which would have increased the orbit capacity, but was not
accepted by developing countries who were concerned with costs and
their ability to manufacture such better antennas themselves.
GARDNER: To the degree that the ITU fails to discipline itself and
engages in "politicized activity" it will unquestionably hamper its effectiveness in future conferences. Moreover, increased political activity
within the ITU will only force serious members to explore less political
alternatives to the ITU.
DOUGAN: The ITU is at a critical juncture in its history. Its members
can elect either to rededicate the Union to the effective pursuit of its
technical function or they can continue to reinforce the trend toward
divisiveness and controversy. If it chooses to pursue the first course, its
strong professional tradition will be sustained. If it chooses to be embroiled in controversy, it will be increasingly difficult for members to
support the Union. Consequently, the inevitable decline of the Union
will render it increasingly difficult to achieve international cooperation
in international communications. The conferences scheduled for the ITU
over the next decade will focus on issues of extreme importance for the
United States. Many of the scheduled conferences are in response to the
developing world's attempts to change the principles governing the
allocation and use of the radio frequency spectrum and geostationary
satellite orbits. Such radio conferences are taking place in an environment
of continuous North-South dialogue to improve the economic conditions
of the developing world that occupy the attention of a number of multilateral organizations. Communication and information have become key
to the developmental process.
RUTKOWSKI: The frequency of WARC's held in the late 1940's and
early 1950's rivals that of the schedule for such meetings for the 1980's.
If you look at the 1980's, scheduled WARC's and RARC's represent a
miniscule part of overall ITU activity that is occurring in such other fora
as the CCIR and the CCITT. Something on the order of sixty percent of
all the annual ITU meeting days are devoted to the telecommunications
services area, and only about fifteen percent deal with administrative
radio matters. What's going on the telecommunications services area will
impact much more on the kinds of future services, the vendors of services
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and equipment, the market opportunities that will be available to the
U.S., and the nature of future international competition, than the activities occurring on the radio side of the ITU The most important decisions
facing the ITU over the next decade that will have the most effect within
the U.S. will probably address the extent to which U.S. companies that
offer telecommunications and information services will be able to provide
those services to markets overseas, and also, the extent to which different
standards might be effected that would impair the manufacturers of
equipment from competing in a world market to produce that equipment.
KINN: At the 1982 Nairobi Plenipotentiary, there was an effort that was
nearly successful to make developmental assistancefor communications a line-item
in the ITU budget. Do you believe this effort will resurface again? Does this
effort in any way reflect a disparity between the ITU's de jute competence to
function in the area of technical assistance (as written into the 1959 Convention)
and a de facto situation where that competence has not been exercized? Do you
think development assistance will become an increasingly important function of
the ITU, or do you see other organizations (such as the International Program
for the Development of Communication, the United Nations Development Program, or the UnitedStates Telecommunications TrainingInstitute) as being more
likely vehicles for developmental assistance? Do you see possible convergence between
the ITU and organizationssuch as the ones mentioned above to deal jointly with
the developmental assistanceprocess?
READ: The quid pro quo as I see it is that the West and the industrialized
countries are going to offer some aid in some ways to Third World
countries, because the demand is there, and I think that there is also a
certain amount of altruism. I also think that there will be a certain
amount of "commfrcial adventurism" that will be involved in telecommunications development.
WEISS: The developmental assistance matter is very much alive and will,
in one form or another, keep coming up! There are now numerous
technical assistance Resolutions and Recommendations for developing
countries in the Radio Regulations (Res. Nos. 5, 7, 14, 15, 16, 37,
103; Rec. Nos. 6, 502), there are the GAS activities, there are frequent
calls for the development of "Handbooks" and last but not least, WARC
ORB-85 may develop strong assistance provisions. I cannot foresee and
will not predict in which form technical/developmental assistance will
go - through which UN organ - but I would say a) that developing
countries will prefer arrangements where money (or hardware) comes to
them over those that only provide expertise (they'd like both, of course),
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and b) that the ITU will want to be in the act for budgetary and staffing
reasons. I can see various UN organs providing assistance, each carefully
defining such assistance in terms of its own competence and charter. This
is a clear growth "industry."
RUTKOWSKI: The ITU is clearly an appropriate forum for furnishing
developmental assistance; it has been performing this role since the early
1950's. The Plenipotentiary conferences, beginning in 1959, began to
see much more emphasis placed on developmental assistance. Indeed, in
1959, interest rose to such a point that a special committee was formed
to deal with the question of developmental assistance. It was at this
Plenipotentiary conference that the ITU's purposes were amended
through the ITU Convention to include furnishing for developmental
assistance, though as a practical matter the ITU had been furnishing it
for at least the prior ten years. To the extent that, at the 1982 Plenipotentiary in Nairobi, if there was any concern with regard to the ITU's
role with respect to developmental assistance, it was over the methods
employed to fund these functions; it was purely a budgetary consideration. There was a concern that monies acquired for other ITU functions
might be diverted significantly to furnishing developmental assistance.
It wasn't a matter of questioning whether developmental assistance was
a purpose of the Union, because it clearly is such a purpose, as the
Convention states.
DOUGAN: The ITU budget now includes technical assistance as a line
item. This assistance includes the preparation of training courses, seminars, fellowships, and the establishment of a regional presence for the
ITU. Approximately 5.2 percent of ordinary, non-conference-related operating expenses will be expended for this activity. The ITU does not
currently contemplate a role in organizing large resource transfers for
development projects. This is still the responsibility of the UNDP
(United Nations Development Program), the international financial institutions, bilateral assistance, and host country resources. The ITU can
provide useful technical expertise for many of the projects being considered for IPDC and other funding. Although we encourage such cooperation to maximize use of the limited resources, we believe any escalation
in the ITU's activities in this area may detract from its primary technical
focus.
GARDNER: The adoption by the Nairobi Plenipotentiary Conference of
new language in Article IV designed to promote the provision of technical
assistance through the ITU could begin to impede seriously the ability
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of the ITU to perform its long-standing technical coordination role. The
understandable appetite of the developing world for more technical assistance and training in telecommunications must be met. However, to
place the burden of technical assistance and training on the ITU will
only increase the contributory cost of ITU members, and, ironically visit
an increased and unnecessary burden on the least developing countries
- countries whose continued vigorous participation in the ITU should
be enhanced, not diminished. It is simply a cruel hoax to suggest that
the ITU can provide technical assistance, as laudable as that goal may
be, and not expect a concomitant and substantial increase in the cost to
all ITU members including the developing countries of the world. The
answer then is to seek developmental assistance outside the ITU while
simultaneously insisting upon budgetary constraints and managerial efficiencies within the ITU that will insure that all members get the most
at the least cost from the ITU.
MILK: It's very difficult when the U.S. and other developed nations
don't want to see this function in the ITU, yet still contribute so much
of the budget. There needs to be much more discussion of just what is
development of communications assistance. Is it developing the infrastructure, is it developing an independent media, is it developing a state
media? The U.S. has refused to contribute to the IPDC General Fund
on the grounds that it supports the kind of news organizations that we
oppose because they are not free organizations. We have elected to do
bilateral programs and to support communications development very
selectively. I see the same thing happening at the ITU. We are not about
to hand over large sums of U.S. dollars to support communications
development which will in fact not help people get more information
freely.
READ: In the first instance, the politics from the Third World standpoint
call for more technical assistance. You've got a convergence of the effects
of decolonization, the growth of Third World interest in using the
resources over which the ITU has competence, the effects of increased
use of the scarce resources (making those very resources even more scarce),
and the level of improvement in technology relative to the increased
scarcity of the resources. The political power of the developing countries
was growing while the milieu of communications was changing. This
helps explain the pressures the developing countries now apply within
the ITU on the issue of technical assistance. The developing countries
not only want to close the existing gap in communications technology,
but there is a certain apprehension that if the communications technology
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changes, the gap will grow even wider. This perception of developing
countries has produced a lot of tension within the ITU. Most of the
technology is in the Western, developed countries, and it is growing at
a faster rate than it is being applied in developing countries.
KINN: Upon his return from the 1983 Plenipotentiary, Ambassador Gardner
indicated that while little that was onerous occurredat Nairobi, things could get
worse in the future and that developed countries should be prepared with plans
for an alternative organization which could co-exist with the ITU. Given the
passage of time and events since November 1982 - and particularly considering
the recent experience of RARC '83 in Geneva - do you believe that there is
more or less of a chance that the U.S. might seek to form an alternative
organization to the ITU? Do you see an apt analogy between the U.S. position
with the ITU and the U.S. decision to withdraw temporarilyfrom the ILO? If
you consider the idea of withdrawal as untenable, can you imagine a set of
circumstances developing in the future that could make the concept tenable?
GARDNER: This question misstates my characterization of the Nairobi
Conference. In fact, something very onerous happened at the Nairobi
Conference. Specifically, the first four weeks of the conference virtually
were consumed with unnecessary and misplaced debate on the future
involvement of the sovereign state of Israel within the ITU. Instead of
engaging in productive substantive work, the nations of the world who
were assembled in Nairobi were forced to hear tirade after tirade of
political rhetoric leveled at Israel as well as the U.S. The U.S. was able
to recommit to its membership within the ITU only after a vote to
exclude Israel from the ITU was defeated by four votes. Accordingly,
the future of the ITU was in serious jeopardy and in view of this
organization's splendid record in the past, any threat to its continued
vitality clearly represents an onerous development.
As far as an alternative to the ITU, there is no reason why the U.S.
and other countries who are committed to the non-political and equitable
formulation of international telecommunications policy should not explore constructive alternative policy planning forums. This type of activity is fully compatible with the ITU and can only strengthen the ITU's
ability to make intelligent and reasonable decisions during the challenging decades ahead. Additionally, an alternative policy forum could be a
deterrent to radical forces within the ITU who would hopefully appreciate
that this forum could, if necessary, be used as a planning and coordination
body should the radical forces within the ITU cause it to dysfunction.
DOUGAN: As I have stated in testimony before Congress, we are as-
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sessing our participation in the ITU. We will carefully study the recommendations of the study done by the Georgetown Center for Strategic
and International Studies. We have been working with like-minded
countries in both the developed and the developing world to join us in
our efforts to improve the ITU.
RUTKOWSKI: There is no chance whatsoever - that is, there is not the
slightest chance - that withdrawal would occur. The idea that withdrawal could be tenable is based on a misperception of what even occurs
in the ITU, and what relationship occurrences in the ITU have to interests
in the U.S.
WEISS: I see good reason for the U.S. to consider withdrawing from the
ITU or attempting to form another organization. However, the U.S. can
probably not, at the same time, kill the ITU even if it withdrew funding
- there isn't that much money involved. Given that premise (strictly
my opinion), if an alternative organization were formed to function
differently than the ITU, there would only be those countries participating whose rights or influence would not be curtailed. I don't see a
majority of countries joining the new organization, nor do I even see
some of the more industrialized countries leaving the ITU since their
influence would be strengthened by U.S. withdrawal. And there seems
to be little advantage to the U.S. to withdraw unilaterally if it doesn't
like what it sees in the ITU. It seems to me the U.S. can perfectly well
take exception to ITU decisions it does not like, especially where such
provisions are unenforceable. For some strange reason the U.S. shies away
from pursuing an open power policy in spite of its traditional unspoken
exercise of power. I don't see the idea of U.S. withdrawal so much as
untenable as it would be pointless as long as the ITU fulfills such
functions as are worth the money.
MILK: Brian Segall, who has been a Canadian delegate to a number of
these meetings, has suggested that perhaps we ought to look for more
regionalization of the ITU, to push for doing more in our own region
even in terms of technical assistance, to really build up the regional
offices of the ITU. We have never pushed very strongly for American
candidates in the hierarchy of the ITU, and that might be another option;
in at least the last couple of elections, we have not backed a candidate
for Secretary-General or for any of the Deputy positions, and that's
another possibility that ought at least be examined. With regard to our
options, its not an "either-or" situation; there are a number of prospective
options that we can look at to determine the way we deal with the ITU.
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There are a number of people who think the status quo is acceptable,
that the technical bodies are still working pretty well, that the ITU
Plenipotentiary may have received a lot of press, but that it represents a
very small part of the ongoing work of the ITU.
KINN: What impact do you believe the creation of the Offie of Coordinatorat
the State Department has had on tempering the "turfwars" within the federal
government for control of communications and information policy? How has it
affected the manner in which the U.S. participates in ITU activities and how
do you see its role evolving in the future? What, if any, limits do you see to the
potential of this coordinatingfunction and do you think the Office should or can
go beyond a coordinating role and architect long-term grand strategy for U.S.
communications and information policy?
GARDNER: The Office of Coordinator at the Department of State is a
much needed step forward in helping the U.S. improve its activities in
the international telecommunications arena. It is, however, just a step
forward. In my opinion, there is still a crucial need for a senior White
House official to be designated full-time to coordinate telecommunications policy among all levels of the government and industry. Without
informed leadership coming from the senior level at the White House,
it is unrealistic to expect the degree of coordination necessary for the
U.S. to begin maximizing its opportunities in the international telecommunications marketplace.
DOUGAN: The Office of the Coordinator's role is still evolving and we
must first perform our primary task of coordinating the Executive
Branch's policies before fully taking on the larger responsibilities of
initiating adjustments in our long-range strategies.
The creation of the Coordinator's Office has helped to tap those interagency resources and perspectives which must be factored into effective
Administration policy. It has also enabled the Administration to begin
to think of the longer view, particularly in identifying and strategically
protecting our interests in the international arena. Domestic policy does
not easily translate beyond our borders and the often competing economic
versus strategic concerns must be thoughtfully balanced. "Turf wars"
implicitly come with any territory that involves overlapping or competing
agency interests. However, the professional recognition of the need to go
beyond parochial bureaucratics has been a key element of our first year's
accomplishments. With the continued commitment and attention of all
the agencies involved, we will indeed be able to tackle the grander
strategy issues.
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RUTKOWSKI: I think the creation of the Office and the staffing of it is
an excellent development, and was much needed to pull together disparate elements within the State Department, as well as to some extent
provide some additional information to the public. The Office of Coordinator cannot be the single authoritative voice for U.S. international
telecommunications policy unless this government were to radically
change the whole way it deals with communications. The Office can at
most serve as a mechanism to resolve a few issues. The field of international communications and information is so immensely broad, and the
players are so diverse, that when you couple this with the fact that the
United States by design has a scheme where it is not the government
but the private sector that owns, operates, and plans virtually all the
U.S. telecommunications systems, there cannot be any single authoritative voice.
This applies even within the relatively restricted area of policymaking;
within the ITU alone in 1983 there were approximately 170 meetings
dealing with international telecommunications policy. From these meetings are spawned all sorts of domestic counterparts, created to develop
policies for those meetings; is anyone going to reasonably expect that
one office is going to propound the policies for those fora? As a practical
matter, most of the policymaking is actually done by the private sector.
The Office can coordinate to some extent, obviously focussing on those
things that the Executive branch considers are most important, but the
Office cannot possibly coordinate all activities in this field.
WASHBURN: The Office of Coordinator for International Communication and Information Policy coordinates both our preparation for and
participation in the I.T.U. conferences; it is a relatively new effort. It
has been pointed out many times that the U.S. could do a better job of
preparing within our own government for these meetings, and I see this
coordinating function as being very helpful toward that end. A structure
exists for facilitating coordination, the so-called "SIG", or Senior
InterAgency Group. Our RARC '83 delegation met with the SIG in a
Conference preparatory meeting chaired by Ambassador Dougan, and
again upon our return from the Conference to brief them on what had
happened at Geneva. We will meet again with the agencies represented
on the SIG to .share our experiences at RARC '83 with an eye toward
contributing to an effective delegation performance at the upcoming
Space WARC.
MILK: I would say that the creation of this office sends a signal that the
U.S. recognizes the importance of this: up until now, we have more or
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less let the technology lead the policy, and we are beginning to realize
that the technology is growing by leaps and bounds while the policy
process lags behind that growth. We are also beginning to recognize
how important it is that the U.S. speak with one voice. Since there are
so many international fora dealing with international communications
issues, there needs to be one place within government that hopefully will
have its finger in all these various fora, to insure that we are not being
underrepresented by virtue of the fact that one representative isn't speaking to any of the others.
KINN: At the April 20, 1982 meeting of CSIS' Congressional Leadership
Group, Senator HarrisonSchmitt spoke of the lack of a long-term U..S. telecommunications strategy. Is the U.S. still lacking such a strategy? How much has
the establishment of the Office of Coordinatorhelped alleviate this problem?
MILK: I think that the establishment of the Office of Coordinator was
needed and an excellent first step, but I do believe that we do not have
a long term strategy. We are not considering the overlapping of the
fields such as media communications, telecommunications equipment
and data communications. We are treating them as if they were three
very different fields, when, in fact, the media is using the telecommunications system to improve the printing and broadcasting processes. Once
information is on the wire, there is no way to distinguish between the
New York Times and some corporate personnel file being transmitted.
Free access to telecommunications facilities is of concern to all these
groups; we need to deal with it as one issue. In addition, we have not
yet dealt with the issues other countries are beginning to raise, such as
the European issue concerning the question of the value added to data,
or whether data is something that can be taxed. The issue of privacy is
still very much with us, the issue of protection of infant communications
industries in developing countries versus the issue of free access for
everyone; these are the kinds of things that we haven't even begun to
look at in terms of long term strategy, and I think we are going to have
to look at them.
WEISS: We have no U.S. strategy. Our regulatory agencies base their
strategy on "testing the water", but that is almost inevitable since nearly
all telecommunications means are in private hands. Higher level government, removed by several notches from the actual functions of providing
telecommunications, can probably do little more than establish very broad
principles - especially where it otherwise espouses pro-competitive fundamentals - before it would intolerably interfere with the market. What
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does "telecommunications -policy" mean other than interference with the
market? On the other hand, a U.S. "strategy" that would truly be
concerned with the user benefit as against the current inclination towards
broad industry benefit, could be very helpful for the avoidance of facilities
duplication whose cost must clearly be borne by the consumer.
GARDNER: The Office of Coordinator has helped address the chronic
problems of deficient long-term U.S. telecommunications strategizing.
Ambassador Dougan and the staff she has assembled are making progress;
nonetheless, I am not convinced that we have an adequately staffed office
that would commit the necessary resources to visionary planning. This
is where a White House official would be helpful in that he or she would
be in a position to make this type of planning a top priority of the
affected segment of the federal government. Creation of a White House
office for telecommunications policy would also insure that the appropriate industry leaders would be involved in a way where our planning
would be truly a joint venture between the government and industry. It
is my opinion that only through this type of joint venture will we be in
a mode of affirmatively determining our future rather than reacting to
both our competitors from the developed world as well as reacting to the
predictable and sometimes misguided demands from the developing
world.
READ: It is my very personal opinion that the U.S. needs to pay more
strategic attention to international communication and information issues. The office's title says a lot about our present strategic efforts:
Coordinatorfor International Communication and Information Policy. To
perform well, we will have to do more than merely coordinate all elements
of the government in the fbrmulation and implementation of policy; we
will have to do a lot more strategic policy planning, and ultimately,
strategic implementation. Let me stress again that the above is my own
personal opinion, and not that of the Administration.
RUTKOWSKI: A long-term U.S. telecommunications strategy is probably most needed in the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) area.
There is essentially no long-range strategy in existence that has even been
discussed. Contrast this with the situation in the CEPT (Conference of
European Post and Telecommunications authorities) countries, which
have within the CEPT organization a meeting devoted to those kinds of
issues and have published a report that essentially lays out an ISDN
strategy for Europe.
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KINN: Ambassador Michael Gardner, following the experience of the 1982
Plenipotentiary at Nairobi, praised U.S. agencies for giving that conference
higherpriority and sending higher level representatives than in the past, but was
critical of the time allowed for planning and preparationfor the conference. Do
you feel that adequate time for planning and preparationusually exists for ITU
conferences, and do you foresee any changes in the planning and preparation
processes? Do you believe heads of delegations and those chosen to fill high level
slots in delegations should be on board, committing major portions of their time
for as much as a year or perhaps much longer in advance of the conference date?
In addition, how important to the successful performance of a U.S. delegation to
an ITU conference is the integration of bilateral negotiations into the overall
process of planning andpreparationfor such conferences?
GARDNER: While it would be counter-productive to establish a bureaucratic planning arm that had excessive resources focused exclusively
on future ITU conferences, there is no doubt that we have in the past
and continue to give inadequate quality resources to the development
and execution of creative policy in international telecommunications.
More importantly, the United States has failed to establish a mechanism
whereby senior level leaders from the U.S. telecommunications industry
can work on a continual basis with senior government officials to develop
a more cohesive and entrepreneurial telecommunications policy for the
U.S.
RUTKOWSKI: When you place it in the proper perspective, I don't think
there is a serious problem with respect to U.S. planning and preparations
for ITU conferences. Any problems experienced by, say, Ambassador
Gardner in preparation for the 1982 Plenipotentiary or Ambassador
Robinson in preparation for the 1979 WARC, would represent two
criticisms out of probably something on the order of 400 U.S. delegations
to the ITU over that same period of time. The effort to plan for the
1982 Plenipotentiary began several years before that conference; it involved all elements within the government, and all the analyses had been
done and the positions had essentially been fleshed out by the time
Ambassador Gardner came on board.
The acceptable amount of time a delegation needs to be in place
working full time in preparation for an ITU conference varies from
conference to conference and from meeting to meeting. In cases of very
small meetings or conferences, there probably isn't much preparation;
often, particularly in the case of CCITT meetings, most of what occurs
in the way of delegation preparation happens at the meeting, but this
doesn't mean that overall preparation did not occur. All nations attending
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that kind of ITU meeting tend to bring their contributions in at the last
moment; there, the decision-making has to be pretty much on the spot.
WASHBURN: There was adequate time for preparation for RARC '83.
The advisory committee, chaired by Dr. John Clark of RCA, functioned
for approximately two and one half years with over one hundred different
experts participating, and generated two very valuable volumes used by
the FCC, State, and NTIA, that addresed most of the issues that came
up in Geneva. We not only had these reports, but also the one hundred
plus experts who were fully cognizant of the issues and problems facing
us at the Conference, and it was largely from that pool of talent that the
delegation was drawn. I came on board full-time in October of 1982 after
leaving my role as Commissioner at the FCC; the Conference was held
from mid-June to mid-to-late July of 1983. The U.S. Delegation for
RARC '83 had a Head of Delegation actively engaging in full-time
preparation for approximately eight months, and we had five or six
delegation meetings during that period. The product of this intense
preparation was clearly felt once we were in Geneva; very little came up
in Geneva that we hadn't anticipated. I would imagine that this was one
of the best prepared ITU conferences we have had.
DOUGAN: A key priority during my first year as Coordinator for International Communication and Information Policy has been to improve
U.S. preparations for international conferences. Over the next decade,
there will be fifteen major international conferences in the ITU alone.
Each involves issues of direct impact on U.S. interests.
The lessons learned at RARC '83 were invaluable in our preparations
for the High Frequency World Administrative Radio Conference held in
January 1984. For example, we established the timetable for naming the
head of the delegation. We engaged in more extensive bilateral discussions ahead of time using broadly gauged interagency expertise. We also
made more extensive use of our missions and posts overseas. All of this
is building a better base for future conference preparations.
MARKS: I was fortunate in having a free hand, and when I accepted the
responsibility, I said I wanted to send out teams in advance to prepare
for the WARC through preliminary bilaterals.
The bilateral process was enormously helpful, and I believe it may
have contributed largely to the success of our efforts. When we got there,
delegations were familiar with our position, they had had a chance to
consider it, we had knowledge of what they were interested in, we had
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had the opportunity to consider and in some cases agree with them, and
so the bilateral process facilitated the work of the conference.
The bilaterals provided the chance to defuse issues that were potentially
contentious. There was a great deal of misunderstanding; many countries
do not have the technical competence that we have, and therefore, their
erroneous conceptions had to be met by very careful, simple analytical
discussion. At the conference stage, there is no time for that. The
bilaterals are very valuable for erasing that kind of impression. The
bilaterals help remove barriers to communication, so that if others arrive
at the conference with views different from our own, at least we can feel
confident that they hold opposing views based on an understanding of
what our positions are, that they are not opposed to our positions on the
basis of inaccurate information.
WEISS: Bilateral negotiations have, so far, been only mildly successful,
mostly in connection with procedures where no problem of principle was
at stake. Where an important debatable matter was involved, bilaterals
tended, at best, to result in a lack of commitment, at worst in outright
rejection. Since the bilaterals do not result in actual binding agreements,
they leave wide open what stance a country will take at a conference.
Nevertheless, bilaterals are a very effective way of presenting arguments
some of which can be hoped to be considered before a conference. The
same argument at the Conference may come too late. We must assume
that bilaterals are important even if only to avoid later self-recriminations
for not having had them.
The problem has never been one of time. It hasn't even been one of
lacking competence or expertise, although each preparatory effort has
carried along a few non-contributors. What has been lacking was a strong
full-time competent management and a preparations discipline of the
"lock 'em up and don't let 'em out until they're done" kind. Of the two
the competent management is the more important element - what is
needed is a minimum full time project management structure. As it is,
management from the government is purely procedural, relying on lower
level and non-governmental sub-management which is much too informal
and fairly frequently misses a few issues that ought to have been covered.
The result is a relatively imbalanced preparation, with elements of strong
private sector concern emphasized, and with too little internal critique.
KINN: "Home Team" support has been used as a tool in many international
fora to improve delegation efficiency and performance, but was recently institutionalizedfor the RARC '83 Conference in Geneva by Ambassador Diana Lady
Dougan'sOffice of Coordinatorfor InternationalCommunicationsand Information
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Policy at the Department of State. Do you believe this addition will enhance the
institutional memory and provide for continuity between delegations? Do you
think the "home team" is as important for the planning phase as it is for the
execution of conference phase? How important do you believe it was in contributing
to the outcome of RARC '83? Do you think it should and will remain as a
permanent fixture in the planning and execution of subsequent conferences?
DOUGAN: The "Home Team" ensures that the U.S. Delegation receives
quick and expert responses to their requests for guidance on new and
unexpected issues that arise during international conferences. It is a team
functionally organized into technical, political, and administrative components operating under my supervision.
The Home Team's daily monitoring of RARC's progress facilitated
the Department's quick response in authorizing the U.S. Chairman to
sign the Final Acts of RARC '83, since the Delegation Chairman does
not have independent authority to determine whether the conference's
results are in the U.S.'s interest. I am finding the Home Team concept
an increasingly valuable tool for our participation in major conferences.
With each conference I believe we can refine its function and its valuable
continuity factor.
WASHBURN: It is useful to have a home team, because it can do things
you cannot while operating in the field. Certain technical problems can
be solved by a home team much more quickly than by a delegation in
the field. The home team can quickly coordinate with other agencies to
resolve problems that suddently come up at a conference. In the conference on mobile services that immediately preceded RARC '83, there was
a matter that required coordination with the Department of Defense,
and this was effected through Ambassador Dougan and a home team.
WEISS: Home team support is quite effective where there are physical
means lacking at a Conference (notably computer capability). Other than
that, decisions and negotiations at a Conference occur too fast for a home
team to be truly helpful. Home team support in planning is helpful if
the home team includes competent experts who will not participate in
the Conference - any expert aid will help when it is under an accepted
stong management discipline.
MARKS: There was very little need for "home team" backing at the HF
WARC as there had been for RARC '83. We had experts with us, and
they did use the computer facilities at Boulder for calculations and for
reference purposes; the home team work for the HF WARC was useful
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to the delegation's effectiveness, but for this particular conference the
home team's role was not of primary significance. While there was not
a major role for the home team at the HF WARC, I think that for other
ITU conferences the home team's role is of great value.
GARDNER: The home team concept is extremely vital to the effectiveness of a U.S. delegation when it is working for a long period of time
on a conference agenda in some remote part of the world. The key for
the effective use of the home team is that it be (1) staffed by very senior
people who themselves do not have to go through a maze of bureaucrats
to get quick answers; and (2) that it be staffed by individuals who are
intimately familiar with the policy goals and planning that have led up
to the delegation's attendance at the respective conference. It is frivolous
to expect a home team to operate effectively in support of a delegation
if these two elements are not achieved in designating a home team.
READ: The fact that you now have home teams operating in the international communications area shows that this area has emerged from
low-profile political activity. I think it is good that this issue area is
appreciated to the point where it has been awarded attention of this
kind. It shows that this area is now recognized as being one where serious
and ongoing international negotiations are occurring, and I applaud that.
KINN: How would you characterize the outcome of RARC '83 in political
terms? Do you agree with the Broadcasting Magazine characterizationof the
RARC as a "measure of possible regeneration of American respect for the ITU"
and as "a surge of self-confidence in America's role"?
WEISS: The '83 Conference had one overwhelming lesson for developing
countries: only as a result of detailed and painstaking work on the part
of highly competent U.S. and some other delegates did it come up with
a Plan that offers almost everything that was expected of it. That is a
source for pride. To go so far as to read reemerging respect for the ITU
into the picture is perhaps to express elation at the success more than a
lasting sentiment.
WASHBURN: The dedication, the competence, and the conduct of the
U.S. Delegation at RARC '83 left a very good impression on other
countries in this hemisphere and on the Secretary General, the head of
the I.F.R.B. and other ITU officials. We worked as partners. Those
officials worked very hard, they attended all of the plenary meetings,
many of the committee sessions, such as the planning session where the
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high-capacity plan developed by ourselves and Canada was finally forged
and approved at 2 a.m. one morning - those ITU officials were there
at that key moment. At the end of the five weeks of meeting, everyone
felt it was a job well done, that it was a job gone through jointly by the
delegations and the ITU staff and officers. Everybody came away feeling
that the ITU process was working, that it did, could, and would continue
to work . . . I hope that's the way it's going to be in the future for the
ITU. I don't see any real alternative to the patience that this requires on
our part. The awareness that the U.S. must have of what its presence in
the world means - the size, the importance and the leadership role of
the U.S. requires of those who represent it a lot of tact and patience and
discretion. By that, I don't mean that we shouldn't say things that need
to be said, but there are ways of saying things, and there are considerations such as whether something should be said in a plenary meeting
before the whole Conference, or whether you should confer with leaders
of other delegations one on one. We need to continue to employ this
kind of skill in diplomacy, to exercise tact and maintain the ability to
absorb frustration. We've got a lot of good people who understand the
need for this type of approach, and know how to practice it. If we can
continue in this way, the ITU process will work.
DOUGAN: The USG was pleased with the RARC's achievement of
adequate orbital/spectrum assignments and procedural flexibility to meet
the existing and future requirements of broadcasting satellite services in
the U.S. and other countries in the Western Hemisphere. Participants
worked hard to produce a viable plan and, for the most part, refrained
from introducing irrelevant political issues into the proceedings.
The fact that countries in the Western Hemisphere were able to reach
decisions on a new service has revived our faith in the ability to achieve
compromises in the ITU forum reflective of realistic requirements. This
new confidence, however, may be subjected to strong challenges at the
Space WARC. Therefore, I believe it is premature to say that all our
doubts regarding the ITU have dissipated.
KINN: Do you believe serious considerationis being given by any party to attempt
to change the 'one nation, one vote' voting structure at the ITU? If so, might an
underlying rationalefor effecting the change be to give a larger voice to those
members currently capable of using the technology that is subject to ITU regulation?
DOUGAN: There is currently no proposal to change the voting procedures used in the ITU. The Nairobi Plenipotentiary, however, decided
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that the ITU Administrative Council should consider the drafting of a
permanent instrument for the organization. As part of this drafting
exercise, proposals to modify the voting procedure to require a two-thirds
majority rather than a simple majority on the key issues should be
considered.
GARDNER: The one-nation - one-vote structure will, I believe, be the
controlling voting pattern within the ITU. Any attempt to move away
from this approach unquestionably would cause spirited acrimony and
divisiveness between the developed and developing world.
RUTKOWSKI: I don't think a change of the voting structure can occur.
That's a basic principle of all the public international organizations,
which the United States fought for and insisted upon in 1947, with
considerable opposition from other countries. I think that it would be
difficult for us now to assert that it would be different; from a practical
standpoint, I simply don't see that it would occur. Within the ITU, as
a practical matter, very few matters are ever decided on the basis of
voting. There are better than ten thousand pages of formal telecommunications provisions that are part of what you might want to call the 'law'
of the ITU; less than one-tenth of one percent of these provisions are
decided on a voting basis at all.
READ: 'Should', 'will', 'can' the voting structure be changed? The
likelihood is that it will not be changed. The West would obviously be
in favor of a weighted voting system, such as exists in Intelsat or the
IMF. In Intelsat, the weighting is based on the usage of the system; the
U.S. has 24 percent of the vote because it is the single heaviest user of
Intelsat. A similar situation exists in the IMF, where the donor countries
have the heavier say. The last thing the ITU needs the West to do is to
attempt to go to some form of a weighted voting system that would
benefit the West; if anything, any weighted voting system that might
hypothetically be adopted would be constructed to benefit the Third
World countries.
KINN: At the 1982 Pleni, the U.S.S.R., through Czechoslovakia, was part
of an effort, proposingto permit countries to jam internationalbroadcasts. Leaving
aside the point that this stands opposed to one of the fundamentalpurposes of the
ITU - to avoid interference - this is an unusual instance of the Soviets actively
sparring with the West on a blatantly political issue at the ITU. Do you believe
this might be taken as an effort to exacerbatepolitical tensions between developed
and developing countries? Do you foresee the possibility of the Soviets selecting the
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ITU as a forum for creating future North-South irritation by playing the
contentious developmental assistance card against the West? Regardless of how
political expediencies may lead them to act, is there any reason not to believe that
the U.S.S.R. actually has more in common with the developed countries than
with the developing countries as far as telecommunications development and issues
are concerned?
DOUGAN: Czechoslovakia's attempt to have the ITU Plenipotentiary
authorize the jamming of international brodcasting must be viewed as
but one episode in a Soviet bloc effort to legitimatize such action. Despite
their failure in Nairobi, the Soviets have taken their efforts to other
multilateral fora to decry the use of radio broadcasting as part of an
unlawful propaganda offense against certain states. The Soviet bloc has
called attention to a 1936 League of Nations Convention concerning the
use of Broadcasting in the Cause of Peace, which the Soviet Union did
not ratify until 1982. Article 3 of the 1936 Convention authorizes parties
to the treaty to prohibit, and, if occasion arises, to stop without delay
within their respective territories any transmission likely to harm good
international understanding.
We believe that the Soviets are attempting to appeal to Third World
sensitivities in supporting a "prior consent" regime for broadcasting. This
would give the recipients veto power over program content and, where
such agreements do not exist, permit a recipient country to jam "offensive" broadcasts.
The United States position on such barriers to the free flow of information is most clear. Harmful interference caused by jamming violates
Article 35 of the ITU Convention and Article 19 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.
RUTKOWSKI: It is worth noting that most of the contention between
countries between 1948 and the mid-1960's was in fact East-West in
nature, and rose to strident tones. If you read the minutes or transcripts
of many of the meetings in that era, you will come across some of the
most vituperative exchanges the ITU has ever witnessed. Even prior to
that, again, is the case of the 1927 Washington Radio Conference where
the Soviets were essentially refused entry into the United States to attend
the conference, although they were allowed to submit proposals.
READ: Both Moscow and Washington are struggling with how best to
handle the jamming question, which is clearly a political issue within
the ITU. I can certainly tell you that we've given it a lot of thought.
Jamming is in fact the antithesis of what the ITU is about; it impedes
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the facilitation of international communication, of avoiding interference.
It runs counter to what the Soviets know the ITU is all about. Soviet
jamming interferes with our broadcasts that are conducted in conformity
with ITU regulations. The Soviets have to ask themselves whether they
can get some ITU regulations that would legitimize their jamming, and
we have to ask ourselves the question: can we use the ITU regulations
in some way to get the Soviets either to stop the jamming or to pay a
price for continuing to jam? Neither side has really come up with
satisfactory solutions to their respective problems, but both sides continue
to probe for ways to achieve their objectives. At the Nairobi Plenipotentiary in 1982, the Soviets did put a resolution on the table through
Czechoslovakia, but the U.S. delegation was successful in quickly removing it from the table. In May of 1983, at the ITU Administrative
Council meeting, the U.S. put a proposal on the table that targeted
jamming; I'm not sure that it was well received, although the Soviets
were unsuccessful in their attempts to get it off the table. Both sides are
in a quandary about how to play the jamming issue; it's a question that
certainly will be central to our planning process, and I can only surmise
that such is the case for the Soviets as well.
WEISS: I cannot say how far the U.S.S.R. will go to exacerbate tension.
They seem to use any opportunity to do so. I would say they will
definitely pursue their own objectives, and protecting its citizens from
non-U.S.S.R. generated information is one of them. To the extent that
a given issue is perceived by them as placing their and the developing
countries' interests in parallel, they will support the developing countries
unless there are overriding political reasons not to do so. It must be
assumed that U.S.S.R. interests are first political and only then concerned
with other merits.
GARDNER: The Soviets apparently were behind the Czechoslovakian
proposal on jamming at the Nairobi Conference. Because of decisive and
firm behind-the-scene U.S. actions with the Soviets, the Czechs' jamming
proposal was abandoned. Nonetheless, the threat of future Soviet efforts
on jamming is very real. It would be naivete not to expect problems at
some point on this subject. Obviously, the ITU provides an ideal forum
for the Soviets in this regard.
KINN: Are there any additionalpoints you wish to raise on the subject of U.S.
policymaking with regard to internationalcommunications and information issues
and participation in the ITU?
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DOUGAN: I have a few concluding observations. What we are observing
in the ITU is merely indicative of a larger issue confronting all nations.
Technological changes in computers and communications are fostering a
fundamental change in the nature of economic activity. The "information
revolution" has been described by some as comparable to the industrial
revolution of the last century with regard to its potential for changing
our lives: economic organization, the nature of our jobs, the utilization
and distribution of the world's resources, and the political relationships
among nations. A great deal is at stake, and it is essential that the
United States exercise strong leadership in this field in coming years.
Proper, effective government organization is an essential contributing
factor to our efforts to foster U.S. interests.
RUTKOWSKI: What is needed for the future is a better knowledge of
what really exists and of what is really occurring in the ITU, followed
by better analysis of the meaning of what is occurring, and, in some
cases, the development of appropriate U.S. strategies. With respect to
the Space WARC, and this is a generic problem with respect to the
ITU, there has been a domestic recognition by the FCC, which I believe
is widely shared, that telecommunication and information technology is
evolving ever more rapidly, indeed so rapidly that it is important to have
as few constraints on that evolution as possible; this is manifested through
decreasing regulation by the FCC domestically, and a greater reliance on
competition amongst buyers. There is a concern that those domestic
objectives are not frustrated internationally. There needs to be an educational effort to make clear the benefits that can be derived by other
countries from a less fettered environment, both within their own nations
and in international arrangements. In the radio area, that manifests itself
in the Space WARC through the concern that by adopting technical
standards that are probably outmoded at the time of their adoption for
the purposes of planning, technological developments for the space series
could be severely impaired.
At a couple of the Administrative Radio Conferences, you begin to
see the preference to use planning methods. The current debate that
basically sets a priori planning against a more flexible planning approach
is not new. This debate first arose in 1919. Depending on what the level
of technological development was, who was in control, what their perceptions were regarding the availability of radio channels, this debate
flipped back and forth as to which approach was thought to be more
desirable. I think it particularly inappropriate these days that planning
methods are being applied to satellite radiocommunication because the
technology is growing so fast that it is a wholly inappropriate method
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to apply. The lesson of the 1977 Broadcast WARC for Regions 1 and 3
was that planning traps administrations into using technology that essentially becomes obsolete in very short order. With regard to Region
2's broadcasting conference, RARC 83, there are many people who feel
that RARC 83 should not have accepted a plan; although certain flexibilities were introduced, planning is still detrimental to the development
of technology. If no plan had been adopted, the existing procedures
would have remained in effect. From any objective analysis of what the
U.S. national interest was, clearly it would have been better not to have
a plan, because we would have been less constrained. A plan is a constraint
on technology, a constraint on the access of orbital positions and frequency channels for certain coverage areas; these are inherent inflexibilities, they still exist.

